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A TWO-STAGE ALGORITHM OF NUMERICAL EVALUATIONOF INTEGRALS IN NUMBER-THEORETIC METHODS�1)Kai-tai Fang(Department of Mathematis, Hong Kong Baptist University; Institute of AppliedMathematis, Chinese Aademy of Sienes, Beijing 100080, China)Zu-kang Zheng(Department of Statistis and Operations Researh, Fudan University, Shanghai 200433,China; Department of Mathematis, Hong Kong Baptist University)AbstratTo improve the numerial evaluation of integrals in Number-Theoreti Methods,we give a two-stage algorithm. The main idea is that we distribute the pointsaording to the variations of the quadrature on the subdomains to redue errors.The simulations results are also given.Key words: Numerial integration, Monte Carlo method, Number-theoreti method.1. IntrodutionThe Number-Theoreti Method (NTM) is a speial method whih represents a om-bination of number theory and numerial analysis. The widest range of appliationsand indeed the historial origin of this method is found in numerial integration. Alsorelated problems suh as interpolation and the numerial solutions of integral equa-tions and di�erential equations, optimization and experimental design in statistis anbe dealt with suessfully. [1{4℄ give a omprehensive review in bibliographi setting.In this paper we onsider the problem of evaluating integration. Let D be a domainin Rs (s-dimension) and f(X) be a ontinuous funtion de�ned on D. We want toalulate the de�nite integral I(f) = ZD f(X)dX (1)There are two main approahes in evaluation of I(f). One is Monte Carlo method(MCM) developed by S. Ulam and J. Von Neumann. The basi idea of the MonteCarlo method is to replae an analyti problem by a probabilisti problem with thesame solution, and then investigate the latter problem by statistial simulation. For� Reeived April 29, 1996.1) The work was �nished when the seond author visited Hong Kong Baptist University as aCrouher Foundation Visiting Fellow.



286 K.T. FANG AND Z.K. ZHENGsimpliity, we onsider D = [0; 1℄s �rst. Suppose that X is a random vetor whih isuniformly distributed on [0; 1℄s. ThenE(f(X)) = ZD f(X)dX = I(f)with �(f(X)) = h ZD f2(X)dX � (Ef(X))2i1=2if they exist. Let X1;X2; � � � ;Xn be independent samples of X andI(f; n) = 1n nXi=1 f(Xi) (2)By the strong law of large numbers, I(f; n) onverges to I(f) with probability oneas n ! 1. Moreover, I(f; n) is approximately normally distributed when n is largeby the entral limit theorem. Also the law of the iterated logarithm shows that withprobability one limn!1 sups n2 ln(lnn) ��� 1n nXi=1 f(Xi)� I(f)��� = �2(f(X))Another approah is the use of the number-theoreti method (NTM). The number-theoreti method for evaluation of the integral is based on the theory of the uniformdistribution. Let Pn = fXk; k = 1; 2; � � � ; ng be an NT-net on [0; 1℄s with low disrep-any (f. Fand and Wand (1994)). Then we may useI(f; Pn) = 1n nXk=1 f(Xk) (3)as an approximation for I(f).De�nition. Let (n;h1; h2; � � � ; hs) be a vetor with integral omponents satisfying1 � hi < n, hi 6= hj (i 6= j), s < n and the greatest ommon divisors (n; hi) = 1,i = 1; � � � ; s. Let( gki = khi(mod n)xki = (2gki � 1)=2n k = 1; 2; � � � ; n; i = 1; 2; � � � ; s (4)where we use the usual multipliative operation module n suh that gki is on�ned by1 � gki � n. Then the set Pn = fXk; k = 1; 2; � � � ; ng is alled the lattie point setof the generating vetor (n;h1; h2; � � � ; hs). If the set Pn has the disrepany o(n�12 ),then the set Pn is alled a glp set. It an be seen that xki de�ned in (4) an be easilyalulated by xki = n2khi � 12n o (5)where fxg stands for the fration part of x. In one dimension ase Pn = f(2k� 1)=2n,k = 1; 2; � � � ; ng. The onvergene rate of I(f; Pn) an reah O(n�1(log n)s) whih is


